involved. The book should greatly stimulate ideas for further research directed at solving the mechanisms of pathogenesis of these fascinating diseases and in so doing, may perhaps lead to the development of rational modes of prevention and therapy.
H. E. WEBB An Introduction to Neurophysiology. By J. F. Stein. 1982. Pp. 386 . Oxford: Blackwell. Price £12.00.
The intent of the author of this introductory textbook is admirable, which is to 'convey the fascination and excitement of neurophysiology'. To do that, and in order to cover the whole of neurophysiology, he has been selective in his choice of experimental results to be described and has included 'far more speculation than one would normally expect to find in a textbook'.
In a great part he has been successful and the book generally reads very well: for each system that he describes we are constantly brought back to the physiological role which that system subserves. Where the book falls down, for me, is in the detail. I looked at the areas I know well. First, the nervous control of respiration is quite inadequately dealt with and is described under the autonomic nervous system, as if the effectors were part of that system, which of course they are not. The one illustration for this section is described in the text as representing a disproved theory, but nevertheless, being the only illustration, is likely to be remembered by a student reader. Secondly, in the spinal cord section there are many minor mistakes, such as putting the la inhibitory interneurons in lamina IX instead of lamina VII or the misuse of the term AjS to refer to the j3 innervation of muscle spindles. Here also there are some slightly unfortunate generalizations, for example that the ideas of spatial and temporal summation are only appropriate to complex reflexes (such as the flexion reflex) or that 'the general concept of servoaction is the one which many people find the most useful to characterize spinal cord operations'. This latter statement is denied as being the author's view in the next few sentences. But is it really the view of any modem, or indeed former authority? What about spinal locomotor half-centres for instances?
There are similar errors and loose descriptions elsewhere such as 'Receptors in the periphery (skin, eyes, ears, etc.) connect with sensory nerve fibres' (p. 2), 'synaptic noise' wrongly used ( fig. 4 .3) or diagram of a Voigt element ( fig. 3 .11) which must confuse rather than help a naive reader.
Perhaps one should not cavil at such relatively minor lapses when the author's intent to give an overview is mostly so successful, with a very wide field covered in only 350 pages. The introductory sections on electrical properties and synaptic transmission are concise and, on the whole, well explained. The integration of evidence from neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and neurological sources in the sections on the higher functions of the nervous system is smoothy achieved and one gets a good feeling for why one does or does not know how to explain a particular phenomenon, for instance, why there are no simple analogies in the investigations of motor systems to the strategies that have been so successful for investigating sensory systems, at least at the lower levels.
The greatest value of this book will be to give a general feel for the whole subject of neurophysiology and perhaps therefore arouse an interest in it for those who are new to the field. There are few references in the text but a quite useful bibliography organized by chapters, a very condensed historical epilogue, and an apparently comprehensive index. Pp. 750. Oxford University Press. Price £40.00.
Over the last two decades the boundaries between the traditional subjects of anatomy, physiology and biochemistry have been obscured by the growth of neuroscience, an interdisciplinary subject reflecting widespread interest, from many points of view, in the nervous systems of different species, their development and the nature of the mechanisms they employ. In relation to clinical neurology this
